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Dept of Civil & Environmental Engineering

LaTeX is essentially a markup languagey p g g
You provide LaTeX with a text‐based document 
that is part text, part code (kind of like a simple 
HTML)
LaTeX does all of the formatting, referencing, 
pagination, table of contents, etc. for your p g , , y
document through a compiler
Thousands of LaTeX packages allow you to 
customize the final appearance of your document
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pdfLaTeX

MainFile.tex
[Chap1 tex  Chap2 tex ]

MainFile.tex
[Chap1 tex  Chap2 tex ][Chap1.tex, Chap2.tex…]

[image1.png, image2.png…]

pdflatex.exe latex.exe

[Chap1.tex, Chap2.tex…]
[image1.eps, image2.eps…]

File.pdf File.dvi

[]‐optional files
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Most cases, just type (like in notepad)
For formatting:

Bold:  
\bf This is bold. \rm This is not.   (or \textbf{})
Italics:  
\textit{This is italics.} This is not. (or \it..\rm)

S i l iSpecial issues:
Quotes: ``This is a quote’’, “not this”
Reserved characters:
▪ # $ & % _ \# \$ \& \% \_

Itemize Enumerate Verbatim
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Chapter/Section Headers are added easily:
\section{Introduction}\section{Introduction}
\section{Methods}
\subsection{The Finite Element Method}

Depending upon your style package, these may be formatted 
differently

It is good habit to label your sections if you are referencing them 
elsewhere:

\section{Introduction}\label{sec:Intro}
R f d  f llReferenced as follows:
As stated in section \ref{sec:Intro}, I have figured 
out the meaning of life. Good for me.

Paragraphs are just text preceded by a blank line. Indendation is 
default, can be suppressed using \noindent [text…]

Once you have your paper outlined into sections, 
fsubsections and chapters, the table of contents is 

easy
just add \tableofcontents where you want it

Chapter or section

Section or subsection

Tables of figures & tables are a bit rougher, but 
there are packages for this
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Equations are probably the most impressive part of LaTeX
Always use the following header!Always use the following header!

\usepackage{amsmath}

Inline equations (in text):
where $C_i=\psi$ and $m=1$.

Indented equations:
\begin{equation}\label{eqn:C_defn}

C_i=\psi \left(\gamma^c\right)
\ d{ i }\end{equation}

Equation Numbering is default, can be suppressed with 
\nonumber before equation. 
Equations are referenced using, e.g., \cite{eqn:C_defn} 
in text

Standard functions (sin, exp…) are given their ( , p ) g
own formats, which should be used: 

$\sin(\theta)$
$sin(\theta)$

To add this text property to other special 
functions (e g  erf())  you need to add a functions (e.g., erf()), you need to add a 
declaration to the header:
\DeclareMathOperator{\erfc}{erfc}
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C i subscript_ p
C^i superscript 
Curly braces are only used to group terms, 
and do not show up in equations
H_{specified} not H_specified

For parentheses  use \left( and right) (or left[ For parentheses, use \left( and right) (or left[ 
or \left\{ …)
‐these will adjust their size for the contents of the 
parenthesis
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There are multiple fraction types availablep yp
$\frac{A}{B}$ (size determined by LaTeX)
$\tfrac{A}{B}$ (small fraction)
$\dfrac{A}{B}$ (big fraction)

Fractions can be nested
$\frac{A}{\frac{B}{C}+1}$

Implicitly dfrac Implicitly tfrac

If you find yourself typing the same equation (or part of an 
equation) out  you can declare a macro operator in the header:equation) out, you can declare a macro operator in the header:
\newcommand{\fp}[2]{\frac{\partial #1}{\partial #2}}

‐ a new command, \fp, with two arguments inserted in the fraction 
expression as #1 and #2

$\fp{C}{t}$

This is much easier than writing:

$frac{\partial C}{\partial t}$

I usually have a library of these that I just append to the header
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Image files (if using pdftex) are best saved as .png files, using 
screen capture software  jpgs or bmps may also be used  screen capture software. .jpgs or bmps may also be used. 
Store the picture in the same folder as the .tex file
The following header must be present:
\usepackage[pdftex]{graphicx}
Insert a statement like the one below:

\begin{figure}[htb]
\begin{center}
\includegraphics*[width=4.5in]{image1.png}
\caption{This is the caption for the picture }\caption{This is the caption for the picture.}
}\label{fig:CoordinateSystems}
\end{center}
\end{figure}

Figures may be referenced just like sections (i.e., 
\ref{fig:fig1} )

Table preferential placement

Alignment codes

Each column should have 
same # of separators (&)same # of separators (&)
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Different publishers often provide “style files” so 
your article gets reformatted in the style of the 
publication

(this is a great way to impress your advisor)
Style files must exist in the main TeX directory or 
in the same folder as the tex file
Declaration in the header:Declaration in the header:

\documentclass[wrr]{agu2001} AGU
\documentclass[reviewcopy]{elsart} Elsevier
\documentclass[12pt]{article} Default
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The .bib file

Shortcuts can be 
used to replace 
journal names

Different reference 
types get different types get different 
structures. 
The first Item is 
how it is cited in 
text using 

\cite{Bear1972}

To create a bibliography, the BibTeX software g p y,
must be used both before and after running 
pdfLaTeX

Run LaTeX

(finds all references, e.g, 
\cite{Hunt1993}) Run BibTeX993

(matches references to BibTeX
entries, creates .bbl file used to 

generate  bibliography)Run LaTeX

(creates and adds bibliography 
based on information in.bbl file)
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Regular references:g
\cite{Craig2005} inserts (Craig, 2005) or [12], etc. 
into text

Reference type in bibliography and text depends 
upon bibliography style (e.g., chicago.sty):

\usepackage{chicago}

A i l k  bib   b  d f  A special package, natbib.sty, can be used for 
different reference types

\citet{Craig2005} produces Craig (2005)
\citep{Craig2005} produces (Craig, 2005)

WinEdt Allows you to create a “project”y p j
with a main file and a bunch of lesser files
All you have to do to add each file is to add 
the following line in the “master” tex file
\include{Calibration} 

(for file Calibration.tex in same directory)(for file Calibration.tex in same directory)
The file is treated as if it is just inserted in this 
spot
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There is a whole lot more out there
Index
Special packages for colored tables, rotated text, 
text wrapping, line art, korean, special fonts, etc. 
etc.
Drawing graphs in LaTeXDrawing graphs in LaTeX
Writing code in LaTeX

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX
An excellent resource for beginning & advanced users

www.winedt.com
A Great LaTeX editor – cheap and effective

www.miktex.com
All the downloads you need to get things working

www.ctan.org/tex‐archive/support/excel2latex/g/ / pp / /
A handy converter from excel tables to LaTeX tables

http://ctan.tug.org/tex‐archive/info/lshort/english/lshort.pdf
A very nice intro document


